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The purpose of this letter is to infoLm you about the activities of a new 
college and the modus operandi of Nova. 

There are two main factors for which the college was established as follows: 

a) To províde an alternative to students vis-a-vis the traditional 
institutions, and a Lee structure which a much wider number of people 
can afford. Notwithstanding the Lee structure noted in the enclosed 
brochure, those persons who are unable to afford even these Lees, will 
be consídered for awards at a reduced Lee, or no Lee at ah. 

b) Sínce ah l staff (including the President) receive no remuneration, 
and all profits will go to world-wide assistance, there is, obviously, 
a philanthopic dimension to the college. 

We are fortunate in having considerable resources along with dedicated staff. 
It is felt that such an entity as Nova is most worthwhíle, particularly wíth the 
increasing costs for education, cut -backs in funding, reduction in staff, and 
other curtailments evident in traditional colleges/universities. 

Our aims, therefore, are as follows: 

1) To provide the facilities as noted aboye under "a" and "b". 

2) To prevail upon authorities ín many countries to give us the tools 
in telms of recognition from their respective educational bodies so 
as to allow us to implement our programs. 

We have no objectíon to founding an agency, or other entity,in the specific 
country should this be desired. This letter will be sent to numerous nations. We 
hope that support will be forthcoming as we shall support the country/countries 
concerned. We look forward to your reply. 
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